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People who own a car these days love to upgrade and evolve it on a regular basis to make

it stand out on the road. From getting fresh paint to new parts to getting windows tinted,

they do everything to make their car look best.

But among all the other things, window tinting is very popular, particularly in America

and in the South part of it where temperatures are usually in the 90s and so Florida is one

such state and the reason why window tinting orlandois so common and popularised.

But there are a few important reasons behind it about which you will get to know in this

article.

So as you scroll down, you will �nd out the reasons why window tinting is so famous and

common in Orlando, Florida. Not only this, but you will also get to know about important

rules that you must follow if you are getting window tints. So continue to read to �nd out

all the related information. 
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Why is window tinting orlando so famous?

Well, there are many reasons why tinting the windows is a great appeal to the drivers in

Orlando and so we have mentioned these below which are as follows:

�. When windows are tinted, it protects the car from the heat which is de�nitely a

signi�cant element in the climate of Orlando, Florida as the temperature there is

quite high.

�. Tinting not only keeps the car cooler but it also protects you and your own skin

against the very harmful rays of the sun as it prevents these rays from entering the

car. 

�. Tinting the windows also lets you save a little amount of fuel and energy when it

comes to the units of air conditioning. Also the sun’s tear and wear will be very less on

the interior side of the car with the help of the tinted windows. 

�. Apart from all these, tinting also allow you to see more clearly out of the window and

most importantly, others from the outside will also not be able to see you and look

inside the car as easily as you could see with a window with lesser tint to them and

because of this you will be more comfortable on the road trips with your loved ones. 

And so all of the above mentioned things are the very obvious reasons why people in

Florida love to tint their windows so much.

But as you now know why window tinting orlando is so common, it is also important to

know that there are certain rules and regulations that the government of Florida has

made for getting the windows tint. So as you read further, you will �nd out all the detailed

information about these rules. 

What are the rules of Window Tinting in Orlando, Florida?

There are various important window tinting orlando laws, rules and regulations which

the Orlando, Florida government has made for the people. These includes:

�. For Side Mirrors- If black windows are tinted, dual side mirrors are required.

�. The Restricted Colours- Any coloured tint is not permitted in Orlando, Florida.

�. Certi�cates- Film manufacturers don’t need to certify for the �lm that they sell in the

state.



�. Stickers- A sticker which identi�es the legal tinting is required on the driver’s side

door jamb on its inside.

�. Medical Exemptions- For special tint, medical exemptions are allowed by Orlando,

Florida. You can consult your state law for more details about all the speci�c terms of

the exemption.

There is also a rule for tint re�ection for SUV, Vans and Sedan which is:

�. For Front-Side Windows: It must not be more than 25% re�ective.

�. For Back-Side Windows: It should not be more than 35% re�ective.

Conclusion

So after knowing why Floridians love to get their car tinted and what exactly are the rules

and regulations for window tinting orlando, you must now take proper precautions

before getting your car tinted so that you don't end up in any legal consequences. 
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